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Abstract-Trajectory data not only contains spatial locations

it

but also rich temporal information. Discovering the temporal

characteristics of the discovered common paths. Therefore,

characteristics of trajectories is essential for understanding the

this study presents an analysis approach to reveal the

dynamics of partial moving patterns. This paper presents an
analysis approach to exploring temporal features of moving
objects. The method first extracted representative routes from
original trajectories, and then calculated the dominant time
span of each line segment of the traveling routes, and finally
visualized the routes on the map for subsequent analysis.

lacks

the

ability

to

reveal

underlying

temporal

temporal dynamics of moving patterns. It first clusters the
trajectories

by

the

partition-and-group

framework, then

calculates the temporal features of each partial moving
pattern, and

finally

displays

the

temporal

and

spatial

characteristics on a map.

Ocean eddies which are frequently observed in the South

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

China Sea (SCS) were selected as a case study to test the utility

describes the temporal analysis method developed on partial

of this approach. The time heterogeneity of the identified
moving paths revealed potential seasonal movements of eddies,
which demonstrated the ability of this analysis method to
discover dynamic patterns from trajectories.

moving patterns. Section 3 presents a case study of ocean
eddies to validate the utility of the method. Finally,Section 4
concludes the paper.
II.

Keywords- temporal analysis; moving patterns; trajectory
data mining; ocean eddies

METHODS

In order to discover spatial and temporal characteristics
of moving objects, we first extracted spatial features by

I.

identifying partial moving patterns, and then analyzed and

INTRODUCTION

In the contemporary big data era, fast development of
technologies such satellite observation, GPS, and smart
mobile devices enables us to collect large volumes of track

visualized their temporal attribute.
A.

IdentifY partial moving patterns
According to the partition-and-group framework

data about geography, environment, and humans. How to

[7],

discover valuable knowledge from the complicated, big

there are mainly three steps involved in identifying partial

moving data is becoming a pressing challenge.

moving patterns.
Firstly, trajectories are partitioned into line segments at

Trajectory datasets record not only location information
but

also

timestamps

of

moving

objects.

They

can

be

characteristic points. These points are selected from nodes of

visualized as lines on a two-dimensional space or space-time

original

paths on a three-dimensional space [1]. Many trajectory data

length (MDL) principle [7]. It is a procedure of simplifying

trajectories

satisfying

the minimum description

mining studies have been carried out to discover common

original trajectories and the MDL principle finds the optimal

patterns of moving objects. A group of the studies have

tradeoff between preciseness and conciseness.

focused on finding the patterns of the whole trajectory [2-4],
which are generally clustered by measuring the similarity
between the whole trajectories [5, 6]. However, valuable
moving patterns may also be concealed in some parts of the
long trajectories. Therefore,a partition-and-group framework
for discovering partial moving patterns was proposed by Lee
1. G. et a!. [7], which employed the DBSCAN algorithm to

cluster line segments of trajectories, and delineates each
group by a representative path.
Although the partition-and-group framework is able to
identify partial moving patterns from large trajectory datasets,
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Line segments are then grouped into clusters using the
algorithm DBSCAN [7]. DBSCAN is extended here for line
clustering. The distance measurement between line segments
is

adapted

and

consists

of

three

components:

the

perpendicular distance, the parallel distance, and the angle
distance. Whether two different line segments belong to the
same cluster is detennined by whether they are density
connected. Since different line segments may be extracted
from the same trajectory,to explain the common behavior of
different trajectories,the number of trajectories also needs to
be restricted.

Finally, representative trajectories are generalized from
line

segments

belonging

to

the

same

cluster.

The

representative trajectory is an imaginary trajectory that
indicates the major behavior of partial trajectories. It is a
sequence of points which are determined by a sweep line
approach.

When

sweeping

a

vertical

line

across

line

Figure I. An example of a representative trajectory and one of its
participated line segments. Points r; and r;+]

are on the representative

Lj represents one of line segments simplified from original
trajectories. Point p; and p;+] are projection points of r; and r;+] onto Lj.
trajectory.

segments, if the number of line segments hitting sweeping
line

is

greater

than

the

given

minimum, the

average

coordinate of these intersection points is calculated and
added into the representative trajectory.
B.

during 1992-2012 [11,12]. Each eddy process is stored as a
sequential connection of points with coordinates and time.

Temporal Analysis and Visualization
The identified representative trajectories only revealed

spatial

characteristics.

From

these

we have automatically detected and tracked the evolution
processes of ocean eddy in the South China Sea (SCS)

routes, we

easily

recognized where moving objects frequently pass or long
term exist, but we were not able to make sure when these
happened. In order to compensate for this deficiency, we
made a temporal analysis which calculated the dominant
time span of every segment of representative trajectories,and
then visualized their temporal attribute on a map. For every
segment of representative trajectories, we calculated the
projection time span of line segments simplified from the
original trajectories, counted the number of periods sharing
the same time span,and took the largest one as the dominant
period. The calculation of projection time span is shown by
Fig. 1.
We supposed that in one line segment, time linearly
increased from the starting point to the ending point. Since
the time of Sj and ej were recorded, we could calculate the
time of Pi and Pi+l by linear interpolation, and then the
period from Pi to Pi+l was the projection time span of ri and
ri+I on Lj-

Based on the statistical result, we drew the dominant
time span of every segment on a map with different widths
describing the number of line segments sharing the same
period and different colors describing the attribute of this
period,for example in day or night,and in summer or winter.
The color of the line reflected temporal characteristics while
the width reflected the reliability of them.

Trajectories

of

816

strong

eddies

with long travelling

distance are selected for discovering the partial moving
patterns and analyzing the temporal characteristics of ocean
eddies. According to the rotation manner, ocean eddies are
divided into anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies; anticyclonic
eddies rotate clockwise in the northern hemisphere while
cyclonic eddies rotate anticlockwise. Given the different
generation dynamics, the two types of eddy were discussed
apart in our analysis.
B.

Partial Moving Patterns
According to the procedure of identifying partial moving

patterns

introduced

in

Part

II A, trajectories

of

3 98

anticyclonic and 418 cyclonic eddies were experimented
respectively to discover eddies' representative routes. The
distribution of representative trajectories extracted by our
experiment is presented in Fig. 2.
Partial moving patterns of eddies in the SCS distributed
in three regions: the north continent slope, the central basin,
and offshore of central Vietnam (Fig. 2). With the influence
of submarine topography,eddies in the SCS frequently move
along the north continent slope [13,14]. In the northern SCS,
the identified representative trajectory of anticyclonic eddy
originated west of the Luzon Strait, propagated westward
along the north continent slope, and disappeared near the
western boundary (Fig. 2a). The representative trajectory of
cyclonic eddies displayed similar patterns, only the location
of origin lied eastward (Fig. 2b). The moving pattern along
the north continent slope was the most significant one in our

III.

CASE STUDY

We used real trajectory datasets of ocean eddies to verify
the utility of our temporal analysis method.

experiment

result, which

was

consistent

with

previous

research.
Affected by the Southeast Asian monsoon system and the
large scale current, eddies in the SCS present annual and

A.

Movement ofocean eddies
Ocean eddies play an important role in transporting

energy and matter across the ocean and have been a research
focus in oceanography for years [8-10]. In our previous study,

seasonal variations [15, 16]. Therefore, besides extracting
paths of frequently passing eddies,we also expect to find out
when these patterns exist. A further study on temporal
characteristics extraction and analysis is necessary.

Figure 2. Partial moving patterns of ocean eddies in the SCS: (a)anticyclonic eddies; (b)cyclonic eddies. Representative trajectories (redfblue lines) are
identified from original trajectories (gray lines). The width of line indicates the number of trajectories participating in this cluster; the more trajectories
participating in, the wider the line is.

Figure 3. Temporal characteristics of eddies moving patterns: (a) anticyclonic eddies; (b) cyclonic eddies. The color of line indicates the dominated
monsoon. It is calculated using the number of summer minus the number of winter; the positive means summer monsoon (red lines), and the negative means
winter monsoon (blue lines). The width of line reflects the representativeness of this segment. It is calculated using the number of summer plus the number of
winter. The contour lines are 200m and 1000m isobaths.

C.

only confirmed the method utility but also provided new

Temporal Analysis
According to the temporal analysis method described in

Part II B, we tred to find the temporal characteristics of

insights into understanding the dynamics of ocean eddies in
the SCS.

representative routes identified in Part III B. Affected by the

Although we explored the temporal characteristics of

monsoon,summer in the SCS is from May to October,while

moving patterns, the spatial and temporal analysis are not

winter is from November to April. In our experiment of

integrated. Some representative trajectories may be changed

temporal analysis, for

if

every

segment

of

representative

time

constraint

were

added

in

clustering

algorithm.

trajectories, we calculated the projection time span of all

Therefore our future studies will focus won incorporating

participated

temporal information into trajectory clustering procedure and

line

segments

simplified

from

original

trajectories, and then transferred it to the summer/winter

take temporal continuance into consideration.

monsoon. We counted the number of summer and winter
monsoon respectively, chose the dominated monsoon as the
time attribute of this segment,and visualized this result.
The

temporal

analysis

results
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